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Shape-shifting in contorted dibenzotetrathienocoronenes†
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We detail a general method for the synthesis of dibenzotetrathienocoronenes and elucidate their solid

state structures in crystals and co-crystals. The contorted dibenzotetrathienocoronene (c-DBTTC) is

a tetrathiophene-fused version of the previously studied contorted hexabenzocoronenes (c-HBC). The

synthesis detailed here is simple and provides easy access to this important class of materials. We have

found that these materials display molecular flexibility and tunable supramolecular self-assembly

properties in the solid state by shifting molecular conformations between two different conformations.

Depending on the conditions under which a c-DBTTC-containing material crystallizes, the c-DBTTC

adopts either the ‘‘up-down’’ or the ‘‘butterfly’’ conformation. When grown from the vapor phase,

crystals of the unsubstituted c-DBTTC show the molecule only in the up-down conformation, and it

packs into dense crystals containing columnar arrays with close intracolumnar packing. The packing is

controlled by the inherent molecular corrugation of the three-dimensional core and sulfur–sulfur

interactions. When grown as co-crystals with electron acceptors from solution, the butyl-substituted c-

DBTTC either adopts the butterfly conformation when the electron acceptor is small enough to be

completely enveloped (TCNQ) or the up-down conformation when the electron acceptor is relatively

large (C60). When grown from organic solvent crystals of the butyl-substituted c-DBTTC contain

molecules of the solvent as the only guest, and we observe both conformations of the c-DBTTC.

Controlling the supramolecular structure is the key to developing these materials for electronic

applications.
Introduction

This study describes a simple, high-yield route to a wide variety

of contorted dibenzotetrathienocoronenes (e.g., c-DBTTC, 1)

and their unusual ability to modify their shapes in response to

their environment. Although thiophene-fused acenes have been

extensively studied and used as high performance organic field

effect transistors (OFET)1–4 and organic photovoltaics (OPV),5

thiophene-fused coronene materials have caught sparse atten-

tion.6 The c-DBTTC is a tetrathiophene-fused version of the

previously studied contorted hexabenzocoronenes (c-HBC, 2).

c-HBCs consist of six 4-carbon annulations at the periphery of

the coronene core, leading to steric congestion between adjacent

benzo groups and yielding a non-planar motif7 that can be

further elaborated into molecular bowls8,9 and hemispheres.10

c-HBCs consist of three fused interpenetrating pentacenes and
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possess a doubly concave shape. This type of distorted geometry

enables alkoxy-substituted c-HBCs to be miscible with common

solvents while maintaining effective p–p stacking interactions in

the solid state.7 Substituted c-HBCs self-assemble from solution

into nanowires7,11 that have carrier mobilities as high as � 1 cm2

V�1 s (using carbon nanotube as the nanocontacts12) and exhibit

one-dimensional photoconductivity.13,14 Furthermore, unsub-

stituted c-HBC forms a shape-complementary complex with C60,

affording an intimate donor/acceptor interface and good

performance in solar cells.15 In our recent disclosure of the first

member of the c-DBTTC family, we reported that photovoltaic

cells based on this electron donor display power conversion

efficiencies of >2%.16 Here we detail the general method for

synthesis of this important class of materials and elucidate their

structures in the solid state in crystals and co-crystals. At the

molecular level the partial replacement of the benzo groups in the

c-HBCs with thiophenes gives a more flexible structure that

allows the molecule to shift its shape and sample multiple

conformations. The c-DBTTCs adopt unusual supramolecular

ensembles whose structure is dictated by the molecular confor-

mation, p-stacking, and sulfur–sulfur interactions. Such versa-

tility will allow these electronically active organic components to

adapt their structures to accommodate the demands of multi-

dimensional and hierarchically assembled devices.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Results and discussion

Design and synthesis

c-DBTTC molecules comprise two anthradithiophene units and

one pentacene unit that share the central six-membered ring. We

draw inspiration here from the anthradithiophenes, where the

thiophene moieties are utilized to enhance p–p stacking and

crystallinity.2,5 However, in all previous syntheses of anthradi-

thiophenes (other than the one example of c-DBTTC16), they

have been prepared as inseparable mixtures of cis and trans

isomers (with respect to the locations of the sulfur atoms).2,5,17

We detail here the synthesis of anthradithiophenes in which this

regiochemistry is controlled. In principle, this modification is

important because the location of the sulfur atoms is critical in

the self-assembly and electronic behavior of functional thiophene

derivatives.2,17

Our synthesis of this family of polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-

bons is much more efficient than our original method. That

previously reported 11-step synthesis of c-HBC utilized two

Barton-Kellogg olefination reactions to furnish the c-HBC 2 in

16% total yield from the 6,13-pentacenequinone precursor

(Scheme 1A).7,8 Not only is this previous process laborious, but it

also cannot be applied to many substrates due to the inability to

prepare the requisite diaryl diazomethanes. These limitations

have forced us to develop the alternative synthetic strategy

detailed here (shown in Scheme 1B). The key step in this reaction

sequence is the preparation of 1,1,8,8-tetrabromobisolefin 3 from
Scheme 1 Comparison of (A) Barton-Kellogg reaction and
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6,13-pentacenequinone via the Ramirez reaction using triphe-

nylphosphine and carbon tetrabromide.18,19 Subsequently, the

Suzuki-Miyaura coupling reaction between 3 and phenyl boronic

acid yields the bisolefin skeleton.20,21 The fully cyclized product

(c-HBC) is in turn furnished via a Katz-modified Mallory pho-

tocyclization in quantitative yield.7,22 The overall yield for this

3-step synthesis is greater than 80%.

Application of this synthetic pathway for the synthesis of

c-DBTTC derivatives (Scheme 2) is not only high-yielding (Table

1) but also modular and flexible because of the wide range of 5-

substituted-2-thiopheneboronic acids and esters (e.g., 4a–g) that

are either commercially available or easily prepared through

a borylation of the corresponding thiophenes.23 We are able to

readily incorporate not only alkyl and perfluoroalkyl chains but

also a variety of functional groups, larger pi-systems, and other

heterocycles on the periphery of the c-DBTTC framework. Table

1 summarizes the c-DBTTC derivatives and the corresponding

yields.
Structure of c-DBTTC

We investigated the differences between the derivatives using

UV-vis absorbance spectroscopy (Fig. 1), cyclic voltammetry,

and theoretical calculations. The newfound ability to vary the

substituents grants some control over the HOMO–LUMO gap

(summarized in Table 2). We see that replacement of alkyl chains

(1c) with perfluoroalkyl chains (1f) causes a blue shift in UV-vis

absorbance. When we append four more thiophene rings into the

polyaromatic system (1g), we decrease the HOMO/LUMO gap

and red-shift the UV-vis absorbance. Oxidation of the peripheral

thiophene rings of 1c into sulfones (1h)24 also reduces the energy

gap and lowers both HOMO and LUMO energies. The UV-vis

absorbance of 1h extends out past 500 nm.

We further explored the molecular structure of c-DBTTC with

DFTmodeling (Fig. 2). These calculations reveal that c-DBTTC is

flatter than its c-HBC cousin (1) due to reduced steric interactions

among the smaller thiophene rings at the periphery. Moreover, the

DFT calculations show that the c-DBTTC can adopt at least three
(B) Ramirez reaction pathways for the synthesis of 2.

Chem. Sci., 2011, 2, 1480–1486 | 1481



Scheme 2 Synthetic pathway to c-DBTTC derivatives 1a–g. key: (a) 3, Na2CO3, PdCl2(PPh3)2, THF/H2O, 70 �C. (b) Propylene oxide, I2, hn.

Table 1 Summary of the preparations of the c-DBTTCs and their
precursors. Yields are shown in the parentheses

Boronic Ester Bisolefin c-DBTTC

4a 3a (98%) 1a (92%)
4b (63%) 3b (87%) 1b (89%)
4c (88%) 3c (98%) 1c (91%)
4d (86%) 3d (93%) 1d (86%)
4e (78%) 3e (73%) 1e (92%)
4f (56%) 3f (56%) 1f (86%)
4g 3g (53%) 1g (89%)

Fig. 1 UV-visible absorption spectra of c-DBTTC derivatives (c ¼ 1 �
10�5 M in CH2Cl2).
distinct but energetically similar conformations. The first two of

these predicted conformations are isoenergetic, with the circum-

ferential rings adopting an up-down-up-down-up-down [hereafter

referred to as up-down (UD)] conformation and an up-down-
Table 2 Summary of electronic gaps and HOMO/LUMO levels in c-DBTT

DBTTC
lmax

(nm, eV)
Eg,optical

a

(eV)
EHOMO, Echem

(eV)
ELUMO, E

(eV)

1c 371(3.3) 2.50 �5.1 �2.3
1fc 351(3.5) 2.44 — —
1g 392(3.1) 2.21 �4.9 �2.6
1hc 400(3.1) 2.13 — —

a Optical HOMO–LUMO gaps determined from the onset of lowest-energy vi
baseline and a tangent line that touches the point of inflection.25 b The energ
compound is too insoluble in regular solvent for measurement.
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down-up-down-down [hereafter referred to as the butterfly (BF)]

conformation. (Fig. 2A, B). In the butterfly conformer, the

pentacene subunit forms the body of the butterfly while two

anthradithiophenes form the wings. The third molecular

conformation is predicted to be �4 kcal mol�1 higher in energy,

with the benzo groups adopting an up-down-down-twist-up-down

(U-D-D-T-U-D) arrangement (Fig. 2C).

We grew crystals of the c-DBTTC derivatives to investigate

which conformation was preferred in the solid-state. We

obtained crystals of the simplest derivative 1a from the gas phase

using horizontal physical vapor transport crystallization.26 In

this crystal, 1a adopts only the up-down (UD) conformation,

similar to those of the c-HBCs, (Fig. 3); the splay angle between

two proximal thiophenes is �16� and that between thiophene

and benzene is �34�. As predicted from the DFT modeling the

overall molecule is flattened relative to the c-HBC (2) due to the

reduced steric interactions at the periphery of the molecule.

These crystals of 1a exhibit an unusual packing structure,

however. The atoms of one of the molecules in a stack nearly

eclipsed perfectly with the next nearest neighbors in the molec-

ular stack (Fig. 3A). Desiraju and Gavezzotti have divided

crystal structures of polyaromatic hydrocarbons into four main

classes: herringbone, sandwich-herringbone, g�structure and

b�structure.27,28 The packing that we see in these crystals of

c-DBTTC 1a does not belong to any of these types. These

molecular stacks are arranged into a distorted hexagonal

arrangement of columns in the solid state. We posit that the glue

that holds the molecules together and enforces the UD

conformer of 1a is the contact between the sulfur atoms.29,30

Within a stack the sulfur–sulfur distance is 3.8 �A (Fig. 3B) and

between adjacent columns it is as small as 3.6 �A (Fig. 3C).

However, if the structure were solely the result of sulfur–sulfur

interactions, we would not see the perfectly parallel columnar

packing.31 The other factor dictating such columnar packing is
C derivatives

chem Eg, Echem

(eV)
EHOMO,DFT

b

(eV)
ELUMO,DFT

b

(eV)
Eg,DFT

b

(eV)

2.8 �5.1 �1.9 3.2
— �6.0 �2.8 3.2
2.3 �5.2 �2.3 2.9
— �6.3 �3.5 2.8

sible absorption band. The onset is defined as the intersection between the
ies were calculated with the up-down conformation of c-DBTTC. c The
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Fig. 2 Side and top views of three DFT-optimized conformations for c-DBTTC 1a. Hydrogen atoms have been deleted to clarify the view. Black ¼
carbon, yellow ¼ sulfur.
the molecular corrugation and three dimensional structure of the

c-DBTTC molecules. Within these columns, the interlayer

distance between the adjacent thiophenes (Fig. 3B) is very short

(�3.3 �A).32,33

c-DBTTC, like other members of this contorted PAH family,

is electron-rich, so to see whether the UD conformation domi-

nated in other crystal forms as well, we grew crystals of the

c-DBTTC in the presence of electron acceptors such as tetra-

cyano-p-quinodimethane (TCNQ) and C60, expecting that
Fig. 3 Structure of 1a grown from horizontal vapor phase transport. (A) Eclip

distorted hexagonal columnar arrangement. (B) Intimate intermolecular sulf

columnar packing with interlayer distance 3.3 �A and sulfur–sulfur distance b

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
donor–acceptor co-crystals would form.34 (Previously, we

observed that the c-DBTTC is a p-type semiconducting mate-

rial,16 and therefore we expect it to form complexes with these

n-type semiconductors.) The co-crystals with TCNQ and C60 are

shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively. We found exclusively the

BF conformer in the co-crystal of 1b with TCNQ and exclusively

the UD conformer in the co-crystal of 1b with C60.

The co-crystals of 1b and TCNQ were grown by slow evapo-

ration of the solvent (p-xylene) from a 1 : 2 molar ratio of 1b and
sed interlayer packing with atoms perfectly overlapped with each other in

ur–sulfur interaction with sulfur–sulfur distance 3.6 �A. (C) Side view of

etween layers 3.8 �A.

Chem. Sci., 2011, 2, 1480–1486 | 1483



Fig. 4 Crystal structure of c-DBTTC 1b with TCNQ. (A) Top view of this complex. One TCNQ molecule sits on the top of one thiophene ring of

DBTTC molecule; (B) Columnar structure forms along (010) direction. Distance between c-DBTTC layer and TCNQ layer is 3.2 �A and DBTTC-

DBTTC interlayer distance is 4.5 �A. (C) Viewing along (100) direction reveals that TCNQ-directed structure comprises c-DBTTC and TCNQ sheets.

Blue dashed rectangle shows the unit cell in this co-crystal. Hydrogen atoms and butyl side chains have been removed in Fig. 4A and 4C for clarity.

Black ¼ carbon, yellow ¼ sulfur, blue ¼ nitrogen.
TCNQ to form black crystals. The stoichiometry of the molec-

ular components in the co-crystal is 1 : 1. The TCNQ molecule

sits over one of the thiophene rings of 1b (Fig. 4A). The organic

complex forms an offset columnar structure with all of the

c-DBTTC molecules adopting the butterfly conformation and

enveloping the TCNQ (Fig. 4B). When viewed along (100)

direction, the crystal features alternating layers of c-DBTTCs

and TCNQs forming a sandwich structure with c-DBTTC layers

as the bread (Fig. 4C), in which the c-DBTTC-TCNQ interplane

distance is �3.2 �A. This distance is shorter than the DBTTC-

DBTTC interplane distance of �4.5 �A. The presence of the
Fig. 5 Crystal structure of 1b with C60 (red carbon atoms). (A) Top view of th

thiophene; (B) A unit cell viewed from (010) direction shows the sandwich s

hydrogen atoms have been removed for clarity.
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TCNQ molecules forces the c-DBTTC molecules to adopt only

one conformation and further directs them into the ordered

sandwich-like structure, presumably through a charge transfer

interaction.

The co-crystal of 1b and C60 grows by slow diffusion of

methanol into a toluene solution containing an equimolar

mixture of 1b and C60 (Fig. 5). Despite the 1 : 1 stoichiometry in

solution, the co-crystals have a 1 : 2 ratio of 1b to C60. Each

DBTTC molecule is associated with two C60s, one C60 sits on top

of a benzo group and the other C60 sits on a thienyl ring

(Fig. 5A). Co-crystals of c-HBC show a similar packing with the
is complex. Two C60 molecules sit on the top of one benzo group and one

tructure. Toluene molecules are shown in green color. Butyl groups and

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011



Fig. 6 Crystal structures of 1b grown from toluene/hexane with twomarked splay angles between aromatic rings. (A) Side view and (B) top view of ‘‘up-

down’’ conformation; (C) side view and (D) top view of ‘‘butterfly’’ conformation. The orientation relative to the central ring for each peripheral ring is

labeled; (E) Columnar packing of 4b including one toluene molecule. The column is composed of a repeating unit of two up-down (UD) and four

butterfly (BF) conformations in the order of UD-BF-BF-UD-BF-BF. Butyl chains and hydrogen atoms have been removed to clarify the view. Black¼
carbon, yellow ¼ sulfur.
fullerene nested in the concave face of the contorted aromatic in

a ball-and-socketmotif (Fig. 5B).15Furthermore, the co-crystal in

Fig. 5 may elucidate the molecular-level origin of the electronic

interaction found in the interdigitated films of c-DBTTC and C60

in photovoltaic devices.16

With solvent as the only guest in the co-crystal of 1b, the

molecule adopts both the up-down and butterfly forms (Fig. 6A–

E). It is remarkable that both of the conformers are found within

the same crystal. The presence of two different conformations

from polycyclic aromatics within a single crystal is rare.35 In this

structure, the c-DBTTC 1b shifts its shape to accommodate the

solvent molecules. There is no significant sulfur–sulfur interac-

tion within this structure as they are overwhelmed by the pres-

ence of the alkyl sidechains and the interactions with the solvent

molecules.

In the up-down conformation (Fig. 6A and 6B), the three

interpenetrating subunits of the c-DBTTC adopt an armchair

motif that is similar to the previously reported c-HBC deriva-

tives.7 In the UD conformation, the splay angle is �31� between
adjacent thiophenes and benzenes, but between adjacent thio-

phenes this angle is �17� due to a reduction in steric interactions

at the periphery of the molecule. In addition, the �14.4� bend of

the central pentacene moiety is different from the �12.0� bend
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
of the anthradithiophene moiety, with both of these angles

smaller than the �20� bend in previously reported c-HBC.

Overall, relative to c-HBC, the up-down conformation is flat-

tened. In the butterfly conformation (Fig. 6C), the pentacene and

anthradithiophene subunits are now bent in the opposite direc-

tions but at angles similar to the ones in the up-down confor-

mation. Here, the two adjacent thiophenes are nearly coplanar

while the splay angle is �35� between the sterically encumbered

thiophene and benzene moieties. These two different conformers

of c-DBTTC then form together like a tessellation of tiles

(Fig. 6E) into a column-like supramolecular structure consisting

two up-down and four butterfly conformations. The void space

between columns is filled with ordered toluene molecules

(Fig. 6E). The presence of solvent molecules distorts the align-

ment of the molecular columns. The c-DBTTC is able to shift its

shape and adopt multiple conformations to accommodate the

complex packing arrangement of UD-BF-BF-UD-BF-BF.
Conclusion

We have synthesized a new class of contorted heteroaromatic

molecules, the dibenzotetrathienocoronenes (c-DBTTCs). Our

general synthetic procedure is high yield (usually > 80%),
Chem. Sci., 2011, 2, 1480–1486 | 1485



requires only three steps under mild conditions and easily

accommodates a high degree of functionality. We have found

that these materials display molecular flexibility and tunable

supramolecular self-assembly properties in the solid state by

shifting molecular conformations between the up-down and

butterfly conformations. The unsubstituted c-DBTTC, 1a,

adopts solely the up-down conformation and packs into dense

crystals containing columnar arrays with close intracolumnar

packing. The packing in 1a is influenced by sulfur–sulfur inter-

actions and the inherent molecular corrugation of the

three-dimensional c-DBTTC core. In co-crystals with electron

acceptors, the butyl-DBTTC (1b) either adopts the butterfly

conformation when the electron acceptor is small enough to be

completely enveloped (TCNQ) or the up-down conformation

when the electron acceptor is relatively large (2 molecules of C60).

In co-crystals of the butyl-DBTTC (1b), with only solvent as

a guest, we observe both conformations.

We have shown previously9 that the structurally complemen-

tary association of electron-donors with electron-acceptors can

yield binary materials that are useful in organic photovoltaics.

The new class of structurally adaptive (shape-shifting) contorted

coronenes that we report here holds great potential for creating

geometrically complementary interfaces and nanostructured

films for applications in organic transistors and organic solar

cells.
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